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Please provide a brief introduction, including your name, the
genre(s) you write in, previous work and where you are based.

My name is Keith Sargeant and I work as a carer in the community. I discovered my love
for writing when I needed to invent a background story for six heroic figurines that I
created in resin. Then I came up with a children's story that I still have high hopes for. I
am married to Janet who is a nurse and we have a son named Rhys. Plus two dogs! I have
a passion for all things creative.

Which of your books / pieces of
writing are you most proud of,
and why?

I am most proud of my first book, Hungry Hill.

How long on average does it take
you to write a book?

With work commitments, it takes a good year
for me to write a story.

What is the most difficult part
of your artistic process?

Starting a paragraph is hard, as I want to make the reader want to be entertained. I will
not move on until I am totally happy.

What was your hardest scene to write?

The first page is probably the most demanding, as I absolutely must hook the reader.

Do you read your book reviews? How do you deal with bad or
good ones?

Do I read my reviews?... BIG TIME!! It is fantastic when a reader is really affected by my
writing. One reviewer was so shocked, that she had to return to her critique twenty-four
hours later and "Do it justice". As for bad reviews, I try to learn something from all
constructive criticism.

What kind of research do you do, and how long do you spend
researching before beginning a book?

Research is done as needed while writing. How on earth did Hemingway get on without
Google?

What does literary success look like to you?

Apart from family, my life revolves around all things creative. So being able to spend
my days writing would be a dream.

What’s your favorite under-appreciated novel?
A Reliable Wife by Robert Goolrick

What was the best money you ever spent as a writer? (E.g.
software, self-help books, marketing books etc.)
Money well spent on writing was self-publishing.

Do you want each book to stand on its own, or are you trying to
build a body of work with connections between each book?
It's nice to return to characters and develop them, but let's see what happens.

What are common traps for aspiring writers?

Traps for aspiring writers. It's not easy to be fresh and original.

What’s the most difficult thing about writing characters from
the opposite sex?

Female characters. Most of us are people watchers and I am no different. Being a keen
observer has helped enormously. My background in art may have helped, but as with
every word put down, it needs care.

The derelict farm Hungry Hill has always been viewed as something of a local
legend amongst the people in the towns and villages surrounding it. They say it’s
got an appetite - hence the name - a spot where unexplainable things happen
and people, young girls in particular, go missing. Nothing official has ever been
found amiss in the area, but Erin and her boyfriend should have heeded the
warnings, as they find themselves at the mercy of the farm’s reclusive owner and
his twisted nephew, Dominic. Meanwhile, Detective Grace Buchanan is haunted
by nightmares that feel like memories. Her time on the Edinburgh metropolitan
has almost entirely been defined by death, twisted sights that the human mind
can’t so easily compartmentalize and rationalise. So, when she’s called in to aid
with the disappearance of Erin, and the many others who have vanished around
Hungry Hill, she assumes the worst. Still, even those pessimistic preconceptions
aren’t enough to prepare her for the true horror lurking in plain sight on that
derelict farm. As Grace attempts to find some semblance of justice in a situation
that’s increasingly spiralling out of control and her nightmares become a reality,
she finds herself going to extreme measures and warring with the darkness that
rages inside her.

https://www.amazon.co.uk/HUNGRY-HILL-K-J-SARGEANT/dp/1090308612

